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Abstract
Background: As response to the pandemic of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2), countries worldwide have implemented mitigation and control measures at national and
subnational level. Timely monitoring of risks of SARS-CoV-2 incidence and associated deaths at small-
area level is essential to inform local response strategies. However, the potentials of spatial epidemiology
to contribute to this aim are yet untapped in most countries. Using the example of Germany, we analysed
the spatiotemporal epidemiology of SARS-CoV-2 incidence and associated deaths at district level to
develop a tool for monitoring incidence and mortality rates and to estimate district-speci�c risks of
disease incidence.   Methods: We conducted a longitudinal small-area analysis for 401 districts to assess
the district-speci�c risks of SARS-CoV-2 incidence by using nationally representative data from the
national surveillance system in Germany on a daily basis (January 28 th to May 4 th 2020). We used a
Bayesian spatiotemporal model to estimate the district-speci�c risk ratios (RR) of SARS-CoV-2 incidence
and the posterior exceedance probability for RR thresholds greater than 1, 2 or 3, respectively. We further
calculated standardised incidence (SIR) and mortality ratios (SMR) strati�ed by sex and age groups to
assess the spatial distribution of SARS-CoV-2 incidence and deaths.   Results: A total of 85 districts (21 %
of all districts) showed a RR greater than 3, and 63 districts (16 % of all districts) exceed the RR threshold
with a probability of greater than 80 %. Median RR was 1.19 (range 0-523.08), and the median SIR and
SMR were 0.34 (range 0-423.94) and 0 (range 0-343.39), respectively. Elevated RR, and correspondingly
high SIR and SMR, were observed in at-risk districts (identi�ed by the spatiotemporal model) in southern
and western districts of Germany. Daily updates of district-speci�c risk, SIR and SMR are implemented in
a web-based platform. Conclusions: Our approach provides an informative and timely tool to monitor the
district-speci�c risks of SARS-CoV-2 incidence and associated deaths. This approach can be used to
inform local authorities for decision-making and strategy planning on containing the SARS-CoV-2
pandemic.

Background
The pandemic of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has caused yet more
than 3,500,000 noti�ed cases and about 240,000 deaths worldwide, which are still progressively
increasing [1]. Since the �rst noti�ed case in Germany (January 28th, 2020), a total of 167,300 cases and
7,266 associated deaths have been registered until 7th May 2020 [2].

Measures proposed by the WHO to contain the outbreak and protect the population are adopted on
governmental and societal levels within the countries. These measures include a wide range of non-
pharmaceutical interventions (NPI) on national and subnational level considering restrictions for public
events, institutions, spaces and transport as well as traveling, strengthening healthcare systems,
protecting vulnerable populations, and testing policies [3]. Ongoing monitoring and epidemiological risk
assessments of SARS-CoV-2 incidence and mortality on a local level are essential to identify high-risk
areas and to inform policy decision-making and planning for implementation, withdrawal, or re-
implementation of control and mitigation strategies [3]. The use of spatial epidemiological methods as a
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tool to assess the pandemic course and spatial distribution of SARS-CoV-2 is an essential approach for
evaluating the outbreak in terms of different regional characteristics and for informing local decision-
makers on containing the epidemiological spread of SARS-CoV-2. However, only few studies focus on
analysis and monitoring SARS-CoV-2 incidence or associated deaths on a small area level using real-time
data [4–7]. The majority of geographical information system dashboards or tools predominantly re�ect
crude cumulative counts and rates of cases and deaths [8], although risk measures on a regional level are
needed, which are necessary for planning locally required tailored strategies.

After an initial phase of concerted policy measures and NPI aimed at �attening the epidemiological curve
in Germany, questions of regional differentiation and risk-adapted mitigation strategies have emerged
and are subject to ongoing intensive policy debates [9]. Such an approach, however, requires timely,
continuous and reliable monitoring of regional risks of SARS-CoV-2 incidence at small-area level, and
measures that go beyond crude cases and cumulative incidence rates per population. Using the example
of Germany, the aim of our study was to (i) analyse the spatiotemporal epidemiology of SARS-CoV-2
incidence and associated deaths at district level from the beginning of the pandemic in Germany on
January 28th 2020 until May 4th 2020, and to (ii) implement the approach into a tool for ongoing
monitoring of standardised incidence and mortality rates as well as district-speci�c risks.

Methods

Study design
We conducted a longitudinal small-area analysis in Germany at level of 401 districts (Nomenclature of
Territorial Units for Statistics, NUTS 3) to assess the distribution of SARS-CoV-2 incidence and associated
deaths using standardised incidence (SIR) and mortality ratios (SMR). We further estimate the district-
speci�c risks and probabilities of exceeding risk thresholds for disease incidences using a Bayesian
spatiotemporal model. The analysis based on daily-noti�ed cases of SARS-CoV-2 from 28th January
2020 to 4th May 2020.

Data sources
We linked three different nationally representative data sources, including district data on SARS-CoV-2
incidence and deaths, population statistics, and cartographical data. Daily data on SARS-CoV-2 incidence
and associated deaths (28/01/2020 to 04/05/2020) was obtained from the Robert-Koch Institute, which
provides the national surveillance system of infectious diseases in Germany, strati�ed by sex and age
groups (0–4, 5–14, 15–34, 35–59, 60–79, 80+) [10]. We used most recent district-level population
statistics (2019) from a database of the system of social reporting in o�cial statistics to calculate
expected incidences and deaths [11]. Cartographical data were taken from the Federal Agency of
Cartography and Geodesy [12].

Statistical analysis
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We �rst assessed the distribution of SARS-CoV-2 incidence and associated deaths by calculating weekly
standardised incidence (SIR) and mortality ratios (SMR) at district level strati�ed for sex and age groups
(0–4, 5–14, 15–34, 35–59, 60–79, 80+) and on federal states level. For the calculation of SIR and SMR,
and corresponding Poisson 95% con�dence intervals (95%-CI), the ratio of observed versus expected
counts was calculated [13, 14].

We then used a Bayesian spatiotemporal model, �tted by the integrated nested Laplace approximation
(INLA) approach [15], to assess the spatial risk of SARS-CoV-2 incidence. For this analysis, we used daily
noti�cations from 28/01/2020 to 04/05/2020. In order to select the likelihood distribution for the model
that �t the count data best (e. g. Poisson, zero-in�ated Poisson, negative binomial or zero-in�ated
negative binomial), four intercept-only models were speci�ed at �rst. Using the Watanabe-Akaike
information criterion (WAIC), the likelihood of the intercept-only model with lowest WAIC was selected for
�tting two spatiotemporal models, which included a parametric and a non-parametric time trend,
respectively. Based on lowest WAIC, we then selected the model that �t the data best for further
calculation (see Additional �le 1: Table S1 and Table S2) [14].

A zero-in�ated negative binomial spatiotemporal model �t the data best. The model included a Besag-
York-Mollié (BYM) model and a non-parametric dynamic time trend. For districts  and
noti�cation days  the rate  of observed SARS-CoV-2 incidence and expected number
of cases integrated as offset  was modelled on a logarithmic scale:

.

Where  is the intercept,  is the BYM-model with  as spatially structured random effect
modelled using intrinsic conditional auto-regression (neighbouring structure of districts) and  as
spatially unstructured effect modelled exchangeable among the districts (independent and identically
distributed, iid). The dynamic temporal trend incorporates a temporal structured random effect 
modelled dynamically using a random-walk model of order two, and an unstructured temporal effect 
modelled using the iid [14, 16].

The district-speci�c risk ratios (RR) and corresponding 95% credibility intervals (95%-CrI) are calculated
by combining the spatial structured and unstructured random effects, e. g.  [16]. For
assessing the uncertainty associated with the , we compute the posterior probability of exceeding an

 threshold greater than 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Following the Richardson criterion, an exceedance
probability of greater than or equal to 80% determines a high certainty of exceeding one of the mentioned

 thresholds in the respective district [17]. We further assess the posterior temporal mean trend at
national level to provide an estimate for the time-dependent change in the risks of SARS-CoV-2 incidences
in Germany. Therefore, we combined the temporal effects trough a linear combination and calculated
time-speci�c risk ratios ( ) and 95%-CrI [14].
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The analysis was conducted using the R-programming language for statistical computing (V. 3.6.3). The
R-INLA package [18] was used to �t the Bayesian models, the tmap [19] and the lea�et [20] packages
were used for generating the maps.

Calculation of expected values
The expected SARS-CoV-2 incidence for district  and noti�cation day 

 used for the Bayesian spatiotemporal models were calculated on the basis of the
cumulative incidence rate of SARS-CoV-2 (with observed incidence ) until the current noti�cation day
weighted by the respective district population size  (formula 1) [14, 16]:

.

The calculation of the weekly expected incidence and deaths used for estimating SIR and SMR is based
on formula 1. The cumulative incidence rate for the most recent noti�cation week  with 

 was calculated on the basis of the respective preceding noti�cation weeks 
(formula 2):

.

The same calculation procedure was applied for estimating strati�ed SIR and SMR for age groups (0–4,
5–14, 15–34, 35–59, 60–79, 80+) and sex, and for the 16 federal states in Germany.

Approach for ongoing monitoring
In order to ensure an ongoing daily monitoring, we implement the statistical approach explained above in
an automatic process and generate interactive maps for SIR, SMR and district speci�c risk estimates for
SARS-CoV-2 incidence and mortality on a daily basis. The data management and data analysis is carried
out with the R programming language, and is automatically started when the database of the Robert-
Koch Institute is updated for the previous noti�cation day at 00:00. The output of the analysis contains
maps grouped by calendar weeks for daily and weekly SIR and SMR estimates (including age group and
sex strati�ed estimates and counts for SARS-CoV-2 morbidity and mortality), as well as a daily updated
map for district speci�c risk ratios based on the model con�guration and selection process explained
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above. The daily updated interactive maps are then automatically integrated in an interactive web
surface, the “Covid-19 Small Area Monitor” (CoV-19 SAM) [21], which is programmed using JavaScript
and the JavaScript library jQuery.

Results
We analysed a total of 163,719 incident SARS-CoV-2 cases (52% female) and 6822 associated deaths
(44% female) between 28/01/2020 and 04/05/2020. See additional �le for descriptive statistics (see
Additional �le 2: Table S3 and Table S4).

Standardised incidence and mortality ratios
Legend: A SIR greater than 1 means that the observed number of SARS-CoV-2 cases (O) is higher than
expected (E).

Legend: A SMR greater than 1 means that the observed number of SARS-CoV-2 cases (O) is higher than
expected (E).

On federal states level (Fig. 3), the epidemiological curve of SARS-CoV-2 cases and deaths declined over
time in every state with highest peaks between the weeks 13 and 16. The states Bavaria, Baden-
Württemberg, Northrhine-Westphalia, Hamburg and also Saarland show highest SIR and SMR trends over
time. On week 14, the highest SIR was observed in Bavaria with 5.0 (4.9–5.1) and highest SMR in
Saarland with 8.3 (6.2–10.7). SIR and SMR estimates on federal states level are provided in the
additional �le (see Additional �le 4: Table S5 and Table S6).

Legend: A SIR or SMR greater than 1 means that the observed number of SARS-CoV-2 cases (O) is higher
than expected (E). Estimates illustrated on a log-scale.

District-speci�c risks and exceedance probability
The district-speci�c RR and the posterior probability of exceeding an RR threshold at level of 401 districts
are illustrated in Fig. 4. RR and corresponding 95%-CrI grouped by RR thresholds are shown in Fig. 5.
Median RR over all districts was 1.19 (95%-CrI: 0.68–1.91), ranging from 0 to 523.08. Elevated RR for
SARS-CoV-2 incidence are predominantly clustered in southern and western districts of Germany with
highest RR in the districts Heinsberg (RR = 523.08, 95%-CrI: 311.54-824.49) and Straubing (25.93, 14.98–
41.84). Also, Hamburg (2.44, 1.56–3.64) and Berlin (1.13, 0.73–1.68) and its periphery districts in Eastern
Germany are at higher risk for SARS-CoV-2 incidence. In total, 224 of 401 districts have a RR greater than
1, and the threshold was exceeded by 186 regions with a probability of 80%. A total of 133 and 85
districts have a RR greater than 2 and 3, respectively, of which 97 and 63 districts exceeded the threshold
with a probability of 80%, respectively. District-speci�c risks estimates and exceedance probabilities for
given threshold are provided in the additional �le (see Additional �le 5: Table S6).
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Legend: A RR above 1 means that the posterior mean of district-speci�c risks is higher than the average
incidence risk across Germany. An exceedance probability above 80% determines a high certainty of
exceeding one of the RR thresholds.

Legend: A RR above 1 means that the posterior mean of district-speci�c risks is higher than the average
incidence risk across Germany. An exceedance probability above 80% determines a high certainty of
exceeding one of the RR thresholds.

Legend: Temporal risk ratio (TRR) and corresponding 95% credibility intervals (95%-CrI) of SARS-CoV-2
incidence by noti�cation day on a log-scale.

Discussion
Our analysis showed that the spatiotemporal risk for SARS-CoV-2 incidence was highest in 85 districts,
predominantly across southern and western parts of Germany, of which 63 exceeded the risks threshold
with high certainty. The temporal trend for the risks of SARS-CoV-2 incidence increased across Germany
until the end of March. Since then, the time trend decreased to a lower, but still elevated, level. Also the
SIR and SMR estimates showed visible dynamics of observed to expected incidence and associated
deaths, especially in high-risk areas identi�ed through the modelling approach.

As situations may change dynamically, the ongoing and continuous re-calculation and provision of small-
area risk estimates by means of the presented methods will form a relevant and solid basis for local and
regional decision-making. Beside the district-speci�c risk estimates, the calculation of SIR and SMR
based on population-weighted observed vs. expected numbers of con�rmed SARS-CoV-2 cases and
associated deaths detects "at-risk" districts that deviate from the mean national incidence or death rate
without introducing a �x threshold.

The analysis generates a robust basis for local decision-making and makes best use of best-available
data by considering daily updated risks relative to a national reference, and by considering temporal
dynamics and spatial dependencies. Implications of the estimates could be that mitigation measures are
partially ceased, or withdrawn in districts with estimated lower risk of infections and low probability of
exceeding an RR threshold with high certainty.

As the presented analysis is re-run on a daily basis in our web-platform “Covid-19 Small Area Monitor”
(CoV19-SAM) [21], a re-introduction or intensi�cation of mitigation strategies is also possible if districts
change their risk pro�le from low to higher risks with high probabilities of exceeding RR thresholds. In
comparison to other suggested measures (such as a �x incidence threshold of 50 per 100,000) [10], the
focus on relative risks may be both more sensitive and �exible by considering local and age-sex-speci�c
disease incidence relative to the overall course of the epidemic in the country.

While we provide a tool that deliver timely information on district-speci�c risk to guide political decisions,
limitations of the underlying noti�cation data cannot be resolved by our analysis. For example, as noti�ed
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cases are also a function of testing strategies, local variations and adaptations of the national testing
guideline may affect incidence variations. Local planners and public health o�cers should be aware of
such potential sources of variation and consider these carefully when interpreting the estimates. As the
analysed outcomes can be considered as rare, daily analysis of SIR and SMR leads to strong variations.
These are, however, levelled by analysis of weekly periods. Overall RR in a few districts, which were
particularly affected by the pandemic, show extremely high values (RR > 100) at the beginning of the
pandemic as the national references are comparably low. As the median RR across all districts in
Germany was 1.19 (range 0-523.08), these extreme values (outliers) are exceptional and need to be
interpreted very carefully. The approach allows in the course of the pandemic to considering health
system resources, mobility measures or time-projections in estimation of risk, as well as socio-economic
and other potential determinants of SARS-CoV-2 incidence at small-area level. The approach may also
serve as blueprint for monitoring approaches elsewhere.

Conclusions
A spatial epidemiology approach for monitoring the risk of SARS-CoV-2 incidence and associated deaths
provides an informative and timely fundament for local policy planning and decision-making. Areas at
high risk can be sensitively detected considering both the spatial and temporal dynamics of disease
incidence, complementing the monitoring of crude cases and population-weighted cumulative incidence
rates. Based on the presented approach, the small-area risk of disease incidence can be routinely
monitored and strategies for containing the epidemiological outbreak of SARS-CoV-2 can be locally
adopted.

Abbreviations
95%-CI: Poisson 95% con�dence intervals

95%-CrI: 95% credibility intervals

BYM: Besag-York-Mollié

CoV-19 SAM: Covid-19 Small Area Monitor

RR: district-speci�c risk ratio

iid: independent and identically distributed

NPI: non-pharmaceutical intervention

NUTS 3: Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (level 3)

SARS-CoV-2: severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
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SIR: standardised incidence ratio

SMR: standardise mortality ratio

TRR: time-speci�c risk ratio

WAIC: Watanabe-Akaike information criterion
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Standardised incidence ratios (SIR) on district level in Germany by noti�cation week. A SIR greater than 1
means that the observed number of SARS-CoV-2 cases (O) is higher than expected (E).

Figure 2

Standardised mortality ratios (SMR) on district level in Germany by noti�cation week. A SMR greater than
1 means that the observed number of SARS-CoV-2 cases (O) is higher than expected (E).
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Figure 3

Standardised incidence (SIR) and mortality ratios (SMR) of federal states in Germany by noti�cation
week. A SIR or SMR greater than 1 means that the observed number of SARS-CoV-2 cases (O) is higher
than expected (E). Estimates illustrated on a log-scale.
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Figure 4

District-speci�c risk ratios (RR) and exceedance thresholds. A RR above 1 means that the posterior mean
of district-speci�c risks is higher than the average incidence risk across Germany. An exceedance
probability above 80% determines a high certainty of exceeding one of the RR thresholds.

Figure 5

District-speci�c risk ratios (RR) and corresponding 95% credibility intervals (95%-CrI). A RR above 1
means that the posterior mean of district-speci�c risks is higher than the average incidence risk across
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Germany. An exceedance probability above 80% determines a high certainty of exceeding one of the RR
thresholds.

Figure 6

Posterior temporal mean trend for SARS-CoV-2 incidences in Germany. Temporal risk ratio (TRR) and
corresponding 95% credibility intervals (95%-CrI) of SARS-CoV-2 incidence by noti�cation day on a log-
scale.
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